Ellis and The Cloud Kingdom
(Book III in the Ellis Series, Coming 2019!)
Message: In this book, Ellis realizes that not everything is about him. He learns
humility/not to be selfish
Story Outline:
Beginning: The story begins at Toro’s house. Ellis is getting bossy and Toro is sick of
it. They have an argument. Ellis goes home sulking. When his parents suggest that
he talk things out with Toro, Ellis says that he doesn’t think that they are friends
anymore. Ellis’ mom reminds him that Toro and his family are coming with them to
Ethopia to study art and ancient medicinal arts.
Middle: On the plane, Ellis meets Logan and discovers that he is a Stonekeeper as
well. Suddenly the plane experiences some turbulence and Ellis, Logan, Toro, and
Freddye are transported into the Cloud Kingdom where the Bugabols have taken
hold of Cloud City in search of a powerful antidote to stop the stonekeepers. Ellis
and Logan decide that, since they are the Stonekeepers they are the only ones who
can solve the problem, but their arrogance lands them in trouble, leaving Freddye
and Toro alone to save them.
End: Freddye and Toro rescue Logan and Ellis. Ellis apologizes to Toro and Freddye
for not listening to them and valuing them. Freddye and Toro lay out what they
have discovered about the Cloud Kingdom and the plan for defeating the Bugabols.
They work together to put the plan in motion and cast the Bugabols out of Cloud
Kingdom forever. (Freddye is seen in the Cloud Kingdom as the legendary return of
Princess Pearl, Peace Maker and Protector of the 5th Realm (this is an intro into
Princess Pearl books.) Freddye is given a Golden Sword. Ellis and Logan are given
new stones and Toro is given a Golden Bow. When the kids succeed they are
transported back to the plane. No time has passed, but Ellis has learned so much
and is grateful for the gift of his 3rd stone, which symbolizes humility.

